
Dudley Safes Europa Grade 2: EUR2-02E 
 
https://safewithinthebox.co.uk/product/dudley-safes-europa-grade-2-eur2-02e/ 
 
The Dudley Europa grade 2 EUR2-02E is one of the most popular safes sold today for use a small 
Commercial safe, and, as a Safe for the Home. 
It has a Euro Grade 2 cash cover of £17,500, and, is suitable to store up to £175,000 of valuables. 
(Subject to your Insurers confirmation). 
 
Size wise, its 615mm tall and just as perfect sitting under an office desk, as it is in a hidden closet.  
Want it bigger? Dudley Safes, also have this model in a total of 8 sizes, from a tiddler, right up to one just 
under 1700mm tall!! 
 
What makes this good safe a great safe?? 
Made in the UK, it’s heavy duty, handmade, tested and certified in the UK by the LPCB (Loss Prevention 
Certification Board) has 45 minutes fire protection for documents and it comes with  the blessing of the 
AiS (Assn of Insurance Surveyors) and it has a Police Preferred specification through their Secured by 
Design initiative. Because its heavy duty, it  will give you years of trouble free life. 
 
Produced to exceed standards set, this is made with hidden hardened steel plates to protect vital areas, 
including glass plate and passive and live re-lockers that interact with its lock that if its lock is attacked or 
compromised, trigger, to stop the safe door opening. 
 
You have the choice of Key lock, Electronic code lock, Dial combination or even twin locking. You don’t 
get so many choices with safes coming from the far east!! 
 
In addition, Dudley safes, who started producing safes in 1982, can make this safe into a deposit safe. 
The choice includes, Letter slot, Capsule deposit, Drawer deposit, and Rotary deposit, not  to mention 
having the safe produced as a bespoke safe, to suit you and your business!! 
 
Going back many years, they used to say Chubb (now Chubbsafes) were the definitive brand. We can 
now say that Dudley Safes can stand up and be counted as an equal amongst the very best!! And  
excellent value for money. 
 
Dudley Safes produce safes and security cabinets in virtually all Insurance grades, up to and including 
Euro Grade 5.  
We show them all on our web site at, the very best UK prices. 
 
If you are not sure what you need, feel free to view the site: www.safewithinthebox.co.uk 
Or call Russell on 0113 2824577. 
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